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READ CHAPTER SIX AND FILL OUT THE WORKSHEET

Dan Donlan

University of California, Riverside

What follows is a series of sentences any given high school student

might encounter in a typical school day:

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION & WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRO.
DUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN
ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE-
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR, POLICY

(1)

4f solid, liquid, and gaseous states
of matter are determined by the spa-
cing and activity of particles, a sub-
stance could be changed from one state
to another by changing the spacing and
activity of particles (Otto and Towlei-973, 39).

(2)

If 6 times the sum of twice a number and 8
is decreased by 4, the result if 1 less
than 3 times the sum of the number and 6.
Find the number (Nichols and others, 1974, p. 75).

(3)
(

The Declaration summaried colonial com'
plaints, appealed to liberals in Aderica
and I'llrope, and acted as a call to arms.
Its adoption occasioned jubilation and
festivity throw;hout the colonies (Shafer'
and others, 19;3, p. 87).

(4)

Out of the blue-black bruise in the distance
crept a long line of moving lights upon the
desolation of the land, and the twelve men
of Fish gathered like ghosts at the shanty
depot to watch the passing of the seven o'clock
train, the Transcontinental Express from
Chicago (Fitzgerald, in Kneer and others,

1972, p. 13).

Any number of high- school students if asked toread these passages

aloud would have only occasional ,,problems in phrasing and pronunciation./
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But upon finishing might sk the same question my ten-year-old son posed

laAfter he had finished ''' rticularly dramatic oral interpretation of a

Jack Anderson editori : "Now., what does it mean?V That students can

kliow how to read and ye not understand what they are reading is an

enigma to many hii school teachers. Yet, even the biology teacher

i

who understands p ssage -(1), might have problems with passage (4).
--

And I, a followei of Fitzgerald, can deal with 'f/the blue-black bruise,"

but can't get p st "6 times the sum of twice aynOmber and 8."
/

/ '

1

-These examples highlight the dualistic nature.of_zeading: learn n
1

-71

to read vers s reading to learn. ,Whereas a, number of high schools dents

might still be in the reading acquisition; tage (learning to decod

developin word attack skills, engaging in language development ercises),

the vast /majority of high school students are beyond acquisitio and

facing the serious problem of getting meaning from their text ooks.

tting high school teachers, content specialists,to-a cept the
/

responsibility of teaching these students to learn from te tbooks would i

/
....,,,

/

be much easier if the phrase "reading in the content area were replaced

by/a clumsier yet more accurate,$hresc; "Lzatning from t
/

tbooks in the
1

content areas." As long as "reading" is considered th t activity con

fined to primary grades and special labs, students woo know how to read /

will continue to be branded/as nonreaders because they can't "read chapter

six for homework and answer the study questions at the end."

In the Fail of 19584 I had branded 25 of the 35 students in my /

English 3 class as nonreaders for not passing my test on Greek and Roman

mythology. It was an'especially painful experience: it was my first

-V11,/,',..V.VCPY0,734,0..1 ,Pat 1,0 K l a. ,,
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test, my first class, my first job. What I didn't,/know was that I was

only one of many first year teachers tbat'have to deal with a first

shattering experience--the/examination that no ne passes, the discussion

that no one participates /1n, or the sure-fire. audeville act that draws

only. indifferent or hostile responses from the audience. Initially,

these experiences cause, us to utter uncharitable epithets.about,our

students, our textboqks,/and our classroom conditions. Then when tliege

initial reactions have subsided, we luxuriate in self-blame. Further. re-

flection may cause us to see the real problem- -that we had assumed too

much. Take me, for instance. I had assumed that the students wanted to

read about Greek and Roman mythology, assumed that they could read the

chapters independently, assumed that they had internalized the inforiation

contained in the chapters, assumed that they knew hawto take examinatio4,
./

and assumed that the inability of any student to raster 60 percent of the

test's content signified that that student was a failure. In effect,/

I

was guilty -of thelrankest type of what Herber (1970) calls assumptive

//
teaching: assigning text material for my students.toread, without making

IIIsure that they co ld get meaning from what they read.

Consider the harmful effects of asslimptive teaching. Imagiie what

would happen if the'driver-training teacher assigned new students cars

-}which they could drive independently at their own speed. What swimming

..

teacher would achieve tenure, by pushing beginning studdits off the deep

end of the pool while exhorting them Co get to the shalloigiend by whatever

means they could? What art teacher assigns a nightly pi ture for homework,

to be painted on any subject, using any brushes, or any kind of paint?



If it is blatantly foolish-to be assumptive about the teaching of physical

skills, isn't it equally foolish to be assumptive about reading and

thinking skills?

In,effect, the content teacher must face the realization tha/t if

,students are to learn the content, only the content teacher c /teach

it- even if it means teaching:the students to get meaning fro text-

)i

books. After all, it's a rare reading teacher who can unde stand, w;th

equal ease, woodshop, trigonometry, and chemistry textbOok6.

Accomplishing the task-of.teaching.text is easier in pre-service

education that in inservice education. Although many successful inservice

projects can readily'disprove the adage "You can't teach an old dog new

tricks," the attitudes of credential candidates are' more shapable than

those of experienc1ed teachers, mainly because the'teacher training in-
,

stitution can control much of the input. A program that could train

beginning content teachers to teach students to learn from text would

emerge in four stages.

First Stage: Examining the Nature of the American High School

Those whoa glibly argue that high sChodls should return to the

"basics" of the 1930s and 1940s may well be ignorant of the quarter-
:

century of educationa- change that precludes such/a retreat: Since 1950,

, -
the geometric growth -of knowledge and technology has effected a burgeoning

curriculum that can be almost simultaneously innovative\and obsolete.

Not only is there more to know now than there was twenty-five years ago,

there is also more to forget. In addition, there are more high school
o
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. students completing twelfth grade than eve before/. With his expanded

,

population comes a wide range of interess,',abilities, a d attitudes that

ust be dealt with within any given classroom/ Lou Burmeister (1972)_ I 0

notes that the range of ability within any eiassro

of the average chronological age of the sindents thin that classroom.,

/can equal two-thirds

Specifically, in a normally distributed/populatOn, students in a tenth -
.

/ /
grade class could exhibit a range in reading 'Awl ftbm fifth grade to',

college junior (grade 15) level. Sfujdents in

/
a-twelfth-grade-class,

7
,

'''''

could range from sixth grade to eraduate school level (grade 18). In other
--

i

Words, the farther students go in school/the wider the differences among

them become. In addition to an expanding curriculum and an expanding,

student population, the high school ust compete with "pop culture" and
// -/

. ,

television. StUdents, conditioned
/
to passive learning, often fail to

77<respond to traditional active learning from text. Whether we like it'or

not, schools have changed, curriculum has-cha ged, students have changed.

Consequently, student teacheis highly motiva ed learners themselves, shoYid

not allow their parochial, and romantic perceptions of education to supersede

a hard look at classroom reality.

Second Stage: ,Examining the Nature of the Content Area

A high school credential candidate gevrally enters a student teaching

program with a Bachelor's degree in a content field he hopes to teach in

high schbol. Occasionally, the baceglaureateizaining is mismatched to

the demands of the high school curriculum. The student with a B.A. in

English is often trained as a literary scholar; whereas many of the courses

that a high school English teacher is assigned include written composition,

speaking; language and linguistics, and the study of popular media. The
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student with a B.A. in history or a B.S. in geography, sociology, or

psychology may be assigned ''social studies" classes that. integrate four of

,r

more disciplines. The student with a B.S. in chemistry might be assigned,

a generir-acience class just as the student, with a B.S. in mathematics

might be assigned a class-in basic arithmetic. Methods courses are in-

valuable in bridging the-gap between university academics and the high

school curriculum. What the high school teacher' gains fromthe baccalaureate

'prograa, hopefully, is a mode of inquiry. For the English teacher, it is

the-critical/mode; for the social studies and science teacher, it is the

problem solving mode. With A-mode of inquiry,,a student teacher can more

easily conceptualize his content area by (1) developing a rationale

for why students should study in the area, (2) isolate basic ideas that

shape the field, (3) determine what reading and thinking skills students

_would need to be taught to master the basic ideas, and (4) to understand

basic ideas and technical vocabulary so well that he can explaim them to

the students in simple, understandable language.

Third Stage: Developing Strategies for Teaching Students to Learn From Text

(r

Now the student teacher must translate the combined knowledge of

high school curriculum and a content field into classroom strategies that

help a wide range of students learn-from text. The student teacher might

want to begin with single text strategies, sequentially arranged to insure

the student's progress from dependent learning to independent learning.

Working with the class as a whole, the student teacher might present the

first three reading assignments as directed reading activity _(Burmeister,

1974, pp. 76-79), and supplement the next few reading assignments with

7
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;wading /learning juides, including glossing (Herber, 1970Although

these guides are first used as a basis for the teacher's. interacting with

the total class, as time passes the teacher can relegate the guides to

e

'small group activity, and finally to individual,student activity. When

students exhibit facility at dealing with reading/ledining.guides, working

individually, they may be ready to moveto SOR, as the teacher shows the

students how to survey text material, ask and answer their own questions. v

- So far the clads has been reading the same text materials. The

teacher may next want to move to multiple-text strategies which permit
o

groups of students and, later* individual students to select their own (s

reading materials which will form the basis of oral presentations, library

projects, inquiry and problem solving.

In -ptting-itudents to react to what they,Are reading, the teacher

will want to provide a rich variety of speaking (e.g., discussion,

dramatics) and writing activities and be prepared to show the students how

to perform the activities.

Thus, as the teacher moves the students from single-text strategies,

0

where the entire class reads the same text materials, to multiple-text

strategies, where groups of students, and, later, individual students,

select their own text materials, students become increasingly independent

learners.

Fourth Stage: Field Experience

Sequentially programed and supervised field experiences, beginning

with extensive observation and concluding with full-time student teaching,

permit the student teacher to implement and evaluate those classroom

strategies developed in Stage 'Three.,. Along the way, student teachers

8
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should be assigned to content area classrooms as teacher-assistants

working first with small groups--of students who have problems with text

reading and later with entire classes.

Conclusion

High schoOl students don't have to read. They can get 'reformation

from lectures, radiO, and television. But they p4.y a heavy price. As

George Orwell noted, 'when a person doesn't read he isn't free, because

he must depend upon an outsider controlling the message. The teacher

shbad not be "the outsiddr" controlling the message. In'teaching

stOdints to learn from text, we offer the best we have to give--a chance

for freadom.

0
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